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Office of Inspector General

Letter of Comment

April 29, 2019

Honorable John F. Sopko, Inspector General
Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Office of Inspector General

We have reviewed the system of quality control for the audit organization of the Special
Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) in effect for the year ended
September 30, 2018, and have issued our System Review Report thereon, dated April 29, 2019,
in which SIGAR received a rating of pass. That report should be read in conjunction with the
comments in this letter, as they were considered in determining our opinion. The findings
described below were not considered to be of sufficient significance to affect the opinion in that
report.

Finding 1 ~ Training Documentation

The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) Guidance on GAGAS Requirements for
Continuing Professional Education (CPE Guide) outlines responsibilities and requirements for
ensuring organizations and auditors maintain records of Continuing Professional Education
(CPE) hours completed along with supporting documentation (that is, certificates, copies of
course materials, copy of published material) and written statements supporting the number of
CPE hours claimed.' The CPE Guide notes that CPE records should include, among other
things, the dates the staff members attended and the number of CPE hours they earned.
SIGAR's Quality Control (QC) maintains an official record of each auditor's CPE requirements
and the credits earned annually. The SIGAR Audit Policy and Procedures Manual (SIGAR
Manual) states that it is the responsibility of each auditor to maintain his/her professional
competence and to ensure CPE hours are recorded accurately and in a timely manner. The
SIGAR Manual does not outline specific expectations with regard to supporting documentation
but references the CPE Guide in a footnote. SIGAR's Self-Certified Training Form directs staff
to attach the agenda or other materials that describe the training received when a training
certificate is not obtained.

Staff met the CPE requirements, but we found three areas where CPE documentation could be
improved to conform to the CPE Guide. First, CPE hours earned for in-house training were not
supported by an agenda to measure and confirm the number of CPE hours. The documentation
included sign-in sheets indicating the total number of CPEs. However, the records often did not
provide detailed information, such as course length, to support how the CPE hours were
determined. Secondly, we found that some training certificates did not denote CPE hours, and
the records did not include additional documentation (agenda or course outline) to support the
recorded CPE credit hours earned. Finally, in some cases, staff did nofi complete SIGAR's Self-
Certified Training Form properly or attach the agenda or other materials that described the

~ Effective with the implementation of the 2018 revision of Government Auditing Standards (GAS), GAO is retiring the
CPE Guide. The CPE Guide requirements are being integrated into the 2018 revision. The 2018 revision of the GAS
is effective for financial audits, attestation engagements, and reviews of financial statements for periods ending on or
after June 30, 2020, and for performance audits beginning on or after July 1, 2019. GAO has indicated that early
implementation is not permitted.



training received consistent with the instructions provided. Improving documentation will help
SIGAR ensure and demonstrate staff's compliance with the GAS CPE requirements.

Recommendations. We recommend that SIGAR:

(1) Update the SIGAR Manual to describe expectations and requirements for maintaining
CPE records and supporting documentation consistent with the 2018 version of GAS,
which will supersede the CPE Guide.

(2) Reiterate to audit staff that documentation supporting the number of CPEs earned
should provide details about the number of CPE hours claimed so that CPE credits can
be independently measured.

Views of Responsible Official

SIGAR will revise the Audit Policies and Procedures Manual later this year and include the
expectations and requirements for maintaining CPE records and supporting documentation
consistent with the 2018 GAS revisions. Expected date of completed action is October 2019.
In addition, SIGAR has implemented recommendation 2. SIGAR sent Emails to audit staff
reiterating the importance of documenting the number of CPEs earned.

Finding 2 ~ SIGAR Manual Updates

We found three areas where the SIGAR Manual required updates to reflect GAS. Specifically,
we notified SIGAR that corrections and improvements were needed, as follows:

Independence. GAS, Paragraph 3.14, discusses the broad categories of threats to
independence that auditors should evaluate. This paragraph defines the following seven threat
categories — (1)self-interest threat, (2) self-review threat, (3) bias threat, (4) familiarity threat,
(5) undue influence threat, (6) management participafiion threat, and (7) structural threat. The
SIGAR Manual listed all of the broad categories of threats to independence except for undue
influence. Moreover, the SIGAR Manual incorrectly defined familiarity threat, using the
definition for undue influence. During the course of our peer review, SIGAR updated the
manual to include the undue influence threat and corrected the definition of familiarity threat.

Nonaudit Services. The SIGAR Manual did not include a discussion on evaluating the impact of
previously performed nonaudit services on independence and disclosing the nature of nonaudit
services that could not be eliminated or reduced. GAS, Paragraphs 3.42 — 3.44, discuss these
impacts and disclosures. During the course of our peer review, SIGAR revised its manual to
include a requirement to evaluate the impact of nonaudit services.

Determining Whether and How to Communicate Matters Discussed in GAS, Paragraphs 5.49
and 5.59. The SIGAR Manual stated that auditors may use professional judgement when
determining whether and how to communicate significant deficiencies, material weaknesses,
instances of fraud or noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant
agreements, or abuse detected in attestation engagements, including review engagements and
agreed-upon procedures engagements. However, GAS, Paragraphs 5.49 and 5.59, require
auditors to report such matters to audited entity officials. While SIGAR has indicated it has not
perFormed attestation engagements, it is important that its Manual be consisfient with GAS.
During the course of our peer review, SIGAR revised its manual to require auditors to report
such instances to audited entity officials.



SIGAR agreed that the policies and procedures contained errors and needed to be enhanced.
SIGAR took action to revise the Manual during the course of our review. We are not making
any recommendations related to this finding.

Finding 3 ~ Audit Documentation

GAS, Paragraph 6.79, states that auditors must prepare audit documentation related to'
planning, conducting, and reporting for each audit. Auditors should prepare audit
documentation in sufficient detail to enable an experienced auditor, having no previous
connection to the audit, to understand the nature, timing, extent, and results of audit procedures
performed from the audit documentation. The SIGAR Manual reiterates this requirement by
stating that auditors must prepare audit documentation related to the planning, conducting, and
reporting for each audit.

However, we found three areas where documentation of the work performed could be improved
as follows:

Status of Corrective Action on Previous Reports. GAS, Paragraph 6.36, states that
auditors should evaluate whether the audited entity has taken appropriate corrective
action to address findings and recommendations from previous engagements that are
significant within the context of the audit objectives. The SIGAR Manual is consistent
with GAS, stating that auditors should review prior open recommendations from SIGAR
reports and other oversight agencies, such as IGs, GAO, and the Special Inspector
General for Iraq Reconstruction, for follow-up during the audit, if related to the audit
objectives.

For the three audits we reviewed, fihe auditors documented the previous reports and
recommendations that were significant in the context of the audit objectives but did not
document the status of recommendations. SIGAR representatives informed us that the
status of the recommendations was evaluated, but the evaluation was not included as
part of the audit working paper file.

Consideration of Internal Control, Including Information System Control. GAS,
Paragraph 6.06, states that "auditors must adequately plan and document the planning
of the work necessary to address the audit objectives." GAS, Paragraph 6.11, outlines
how auditors should go about assessing audit risk and significance within the context of
the audit objective. This includes gaining an understanding of internal control and
information systems controls in context of the objective.

For one audit in our sample, we determined that SIGAR obtained an understanding and
assessed internal controls, including information system controls for specific audit
conditions but did not comply with its policies and procedures for documenting its
assessment. Specifically, instructions on Form A-2.3, SIGAR Audit Plan Form, require
the team document in the audit plan how audit risk can be reduced, but the team did not
include needed information on this form. We found other audit documentation supported
the evaluation of internal controls. Nonetheless, completion of the form will make it
easier for peer reviewers, SIGAR QC reviewers, and supervisors to determine
compliance with the standards.

■ Awareness of Abuse that Could Be Significanfi to the Program Under Audit. GAS,
Paragraph 6.34, states that "if auditors become aware of abuse significant to the
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program under audit, auditors should apply audit procedures specifically directed to
ascertain the potential effect on the program under audit within the context of the audit
objectives."

For one audit, the audit staff did not adequately complete the Audit Plan form.
Instructions on SIGAR's Audit Plan form direct staff to document the additional work to
be performed and cross-reference any information related to the pofiential abuse in the
Audit Plan form. The audit staff appropriately checked the box, indicating that the team
had become aware of abuse that could be quantitatively or qualitatively significant to the
program under audit. However, staff did not include the addifiional information required
by the form. Even though the form was not complete, we were able to determine that
SIGAR analyzed the potential effect of the abuse on the program from other
documentation, such as working papers, explaining SIGAR's methodology and the
related analysis.

Recommendation. We recommend that SIGAR:

(3) Emphasize to the audit staff the importance of documenting work related to planning,
fieldwork, and reporting as discussed above, in the working papers, as specified in fihe
SIGAR Manual and related forms.

Views of Responsible Official

SIGAR has implemented the recommendation. SIGAR sent an Email to all staff that reiterated
the importance of documenting work related to planning, fieldwork, and reporting, emphasizing
full compliance with all SIGAR requirements. In addition, the Email emphasized the importance
of evaluating and documenting in the quality control file the status of prior audit
recommendations relevant to the audit objectives.

Finding 4 ~ Contractor Oversight Documentation

GAS, Paragraph 3.107, requires that auditors who are using another audit organization's work
should request a copy of the audit organization's latest peer review report. Consistent with
GAS, SIGAR's Oversight Strategy and Documentation Requirements for S/GAR's Contracted
Financial Audits2 requires that a copy of the peer review report be obtained and included in the
oversight file. In one instance, the auditors obtained a copy of the peer review report but did not
maintain a copy of the report in the oversight file. The oversight file only included the
acceptance letter of the firm's peer review report by the Virginia Peer Review Committee.

Recommendation. We recommend that SIGAR:

(4) Emphasize to the audit staff the importance of maintaining a copy of the latest peer
review report of any audit organization completing work that will be used by SIGAR.

2 The Oversight Strategy and Documentation Requirements for SIGAR's Contracted Financial Audits establishes and
articulates documentation requirements for SIGAR's Financial Audit Team for each contracted financial audit.
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Views of Responsible Official

SIGAR has implemented the recommendation. SIGAR sent Emails to staff reiterating the
requirements and guidance on obtaining peer review reports and retaining such reports in the
audit files.

In addition to the findings presented above, we discussed with SIGAR certain observations and
best practices related to the design and implementation of its quality control systems. We did
not consider these observations and best practices to be sufficiently significant to include in this
letter.

We appreciate the courtesy and cooperation extended to our staff during the course of this
review. If you have any questions, please contact me at (703) 562-2035 or Terry L. Gibson,
Assistant Inspector General for Program Audits and Evaluations, at (703) 562-2529.

.,

J . L rner
spector General
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Attachment

SIGAR COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT REPORT
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'~~; ;r,' p Uftice ottit~ 3pecfal lnspecmr Gyn~ral kht~ E Sopko
`te r ~~~~f~, forAfghar+istanReconstroctlon SpecialInspectotGen2ral,~~ ~ ~

F,pril 17, ~U~9

Hanarable !ay N. t~rn~r

f~ffice Qf Ir~spettflr General

F~d~ral Depflsit Insuran~~ Ca~poration
~3t}1 Fairfax Drive

Arlington, Vf~ ~ZZ~6

C~e~r fv1r. Lerner,

We have reviev~ed the draft reprar# on the results of your ~~erna I qualir~ cantr~l reui~w of 516AR's
audit organization. We concurineith your cor~Clusian that our system t~f duality cantral is suitably
designed end complied with to ~Fo~ide us with reason~bleass~rance of perfgrrning and reporting in
~anfarmity with applicable professional standards in all material aspects. We also concur with the
camm~nts in yflur fetter of comment to irnpravQ our quality control pracess~s_ W~ have taken
action ar plan to take action in response tp the four re~ommendatiar~s ~s nested below.

(1~ Rectrmmendatron; Update the SIGAR Manual xr~ ~~scribe expectations end req~irQments for
maintaining CPE retards and supporting ~Q~umentation consistent with tF~e 2i]i~ ve~sian of GAS,
which will stiperse~ie the CRE Guide,

~~G,4~ RespoR$e: Concur_ As noted in the draft Letter of ~omrnent, the 2Q1g r~~ision ~f the GAS is
effect.iue for performance audits beginning an or aft~rluly 1, 2019. SIGAR will revise the AudrC
Policies and Procedures Manual {APPM} I~terthis year and include the expectations end
req~air~em~nts for maintaining APE retards and supporting documentation consistent with the Zp18
GAS revision.

~2~ ~'eeomr►~~nda~tlon: Reiterate to audit stiff #hat datumentati~n supporting the number of CPEs
earned sf~ould proti~ide details abut the number ofi ~P~ hours claimed sq that CPE credits can kid
irtdepeniiently mQ~sur~d.

SfGaR fiespon$e: Car~cur_ SIGAR fias implemen#~d this recommendation, On February ~~, 2419,
S~GAR's training coordinator set7t an email to headquarters' audit staff, reminding them, as they
prepare self certification t~irrns, to include a link to the trainir~.g site end, if possible, a separate file
that includes ~n a~enda.or class description w"rth timeframes fQr~ach topic covered. On March ~4,
2 19, the Assistant In;pectvr general f~rrAudits and Insp~~tions ~A1Gjr~&I~ f~r~v~rded this erriail to
Kabul-I~~sed staff. ~'he AIGJA&J discussed the peer ~evisw finding$ and rec~mn}~ndati~n, at stafF
meetings iuith Kat~ul and he~dqu~rters stafForrApril 9 and 1Qf 2q1~, respectively; angi followed up

1550 ~r}stal Drive, nth Flnbr Mail: 253G CtystEl Criwe I t~: 743 545 6000 x~,vf~5l~fmliArl~n~tort, Virginia 22202 ArFngton, u~r~in~a 222 2-~~~0



Attachment

SIGAR COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT REPORT

phis discussion +,vith an email $ent an April 15, 2019, reiterating the impQr~ar~c2 pf ciotum~r~#ir~g the
number ~f CPES ~arn~d.

~3} {{ee~mmerrdatror~: Emphasize rto the audit staff kh~ importance of documenting work rela#ed to
~lannin~, fieldwork, and r~~~rRing ~s discussed in the.Letter of Comment, in the vrorking papers: as

specified in the SITAR Manual anc~ relat~t! f~rrris.

51Gr~R R~spor~se; Concur, 51~AR has implemented this rec~mmend~t~an- lncl~r~ls~! in #h~ Apri! 15
email to all staff rthe AID/AEI r~iterated.the im~ortanc~ of documenting work related to planing,
fieldwork, end reporting, em~hasizin~ full campliane~ with all 51GAR requirements. In addition, the
AIG/P~&I reminded ~ud►'C teems tai ~val~iat~ and document a udit risks, particularly for internal
c4ritrol and abuse risks, that are relevant to the a~,di~ ~bj~rtiv~s_ S~mil~rty, the email emphasized the
imRortance of evaluating end dacurri~rting in the quality control file the status of prior audit
reCc~mmendatians #hat are relevant to the audit objectiue~_ Thy email included information an
whereto find-such guidan~~ in SIGAR'sAPPM.

{4~ Recomrnertdo~~on: Et~ipha$ize~ to the audit staff the impor~ar~cQ of maintaining a cope of the
latest pier re+riew report of any audit organiz~tipn ~Qmpleti~g work that will used by 51GAR.

SlGAR R~s~oRs~: Concur. SIGAR fias irnp9emented tP~is re~~mm~r~d~tion- O~ Pvlar~h 28, 2019,
SIGAR's deputy diV'tsion dire~t~r foY find r~tial audits emailed the financial audits stiff reiterating all
re~uiremen#s and guidance an obtaining peer re~ri~+,v reports end retaining such reports in the audit
files. Following upon this paint, the AIGIA~CI's April 15 email emphasized to all audit staffth~
impQrtan~e of obtaining and retain~ngthe latest pier revietiv r~pprt of any audit organization that
has completed work used try ~I~AR

would like to take this c~pportu nits t~ thank your staff for#heir profe5sionalisrn d~~rin~ the course of

tf~is peer reUieyv. We appreciated their diligent etF~rt~ to analyze ~u~ s+~st~m of quali#y ~ontrai and
of#e~•c~nstru~tiVe imprr~uement~-

5in~~rely,

John Sopko

5peci~l Inspector General for

Afghanistan Reron$trutti~n

1 56 Crystal D~Ye, 9th Floor MFilin~25~0 Cr;~rdl anus I is' ~C3 X45 6~OC vrti~tics~garmilArlingtoh,Vir~nfs 2?20t~ ~ htl•~gt~r; ~ir~~nlE 222{12-3944


